
RESIDENTIAL JUNK
JUNK REMOVAL: This is our classic service! It’s great for getting rid of 
bulky furniture, appliances, old basement and garage items. Just let us 
know what you have and we will haul it all away.

DUMPSTER RENTAL: If you are interested in working at your own pace a 
dumpster rental is perfect for you. We can drop our 14 Yd dumpster in 
your driveway and you can fill as needed. This is perfect for light demo 
jobs or whole home cleanouts.

LIGHT DEMOLITION: We can even help tear down and remove your old 
shed, swingset or hot tub. Our team knows how to handle all types of 
jobs to help you get your outdoor space looking great again.

HOME STAGING: Does your client’s home need to be decluttered?  We can 
come in and take away items for donation or the junkyard.  We are also 
happy to help arrange furniture to best prepare a home for listing.

SAME DAY SERVICE:  Ever in a pinch bc your clients new home has plenty 
of unwanted furniture or trash left behind?  We can often come same 
day to clean up the mess.

RESIDENTIAL MOVING
LOCAL MOVING: No job is too big or small.  We specialize in both apart-
ment moves and large single family moves.  We service Philly, Delco, 
Monto, Chester and Bucks County!  We also are regularly in DE and NJ.

LONG DISTANCE MOVING:  Moving out of state?  We can handle that 
too.  We travel anywhere in the US and can also assist in coordinating 
some international moves.

SENIOR MOVES: We understand that moving into a senior facility requires 
an extra level of care and patience.  We have work regularly with Senior 
Move planners and understand how to best cater to Seniors.

PACKING SERVICES: Getting prepared and packed is often the most 
stressful part of a move.  Let us handle it and box up the contents of 
the home a day or two before the movers arrive.

PACKING MATERIALS:  Whether we are packing for a customer or not, 
we can still provide all the boxes, tape and paper you need to prepare 
for moving day.

STORAGE:  No final destination yet?  We can store your items in our 
warehouse or arrange for a third party self storage facility for you.  

COMMERCIAL JUNK
DUMPSTER OVERFLOW: In case a dumpster area needs some additional servicing to keep the location clean and free of bulk trash or extra tenant bagged 
trash.  We can come by as frequently as needed keep things spic and span.

TURNOVER CLEANOUTS: For when a tenants lease has expired or was evicted, we can pack up and dispose of anything that is left behind.

VALET TRASH: We can schedule regular pick ups if the complex is not serviced by a local trash company. We can roam the hallways or pick up anything the 
tenants need to get rid of. We can work around any schedule and frequency.
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